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analysisfor SuperDARN HF radars
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1R. Andre,
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1,3
andJ.-P.Villain
Abstract. Data obtainedwith coherentHF backscatterradarsof the SuperDual Auroral Radar
Network(SuperDARN)areroutinelyanalyzedwith a standardalgorithmbaseduponthe
simplifyingassumption
thatthe backscattered
signalconsistsof a singlesource,characterizedby
its Dopplervelocityandspectralwidth.More complexsituationsare oftenencountered
wherethe
signalincludesseveralsources,eitherdueto the additionalexistenceof groundscatteror due to
multipleionosphericlines,relatedto a stronglyinhomogeneous
velocityfield. We analyzethe
response
of the standardalgorithmto suchsignalsandwe proposeto usehigh-resolution
spectral
analysismethods,namely•the multiplesignalclassification(MUSIC) method,to separate
multipleechoeswith differentvelocityandspectralwidth.We analyzetheoreticallythe
autocorrelation
functionof the receivedsignal,andwe showthat its structuresatisfiesthe criteria
for processingby the MUSIC algorithm.A statisticalnumericalsimulationof SuperDARN data
processing
by the MUSIC methodallowsus to evaluatetheperformances
andthe limitsOf
applicabilityof themethod.We showandillustratewith examplestakenfromexperimentaldata
thatthe main imprr3vements
are (1) the correctsep'aration
of mixed echoesfrom groundand
ionosphere,
whichenhances
the qualityof ionospheric
convectionmeasurements,
and(2) the
capabilityto resol,vemultipleionosphericsourceswhichappearin regionsof inhomogeneous
convection.Thesemultiplesourcescanbe usedto resolvesmall-scalestructures
in the velocity
field.

1. Introduction

The Super Dual Auroral Radar Network
(SuperDARN) coherentHF radarshave been designed
to monitor the large-scale ionospheric convection
[Greenwald et al., 1995]. From the signal coherently
backscattered
by electrondensityirregularitiesfrozen in
the ionosphericplasma, the radial componentof the
convectionvelocity can be deduced.Using two radars
situatedat remote sitesand sharinga commonfield of
view, a vector convectionmap can be obtained.The
transmittedsignalconsistsin a multipulsesequence,a
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technique initially developed by Farley [1972] for
incoherentradarsand successfully
appliedto HF radars
by Greenwald et al. [1985]. The Doppler velocity is
derived from the complex autocorrelationfunction
(ACF) of the signalreturnedfrom the ionosphere.The
ACF generallyfits a dampedcomplexsine wave. The
slope of the time variation of the phase gives the
Dopplervelocity,andthe spectralwidth is relatedto the
damping factor. Occasionally, the ACF is more
complex, as can be expectedwhen severalsourcesare
simultaneously
presentin the target.The mostcommon
caseis that of an ionosphericsourcesuperimposed
to a
ground echo. Some cases also result from two
simultaneous
ionospheric
echoesproducedby a velocity
shearpresentin a singleradarcell. When interpretedas
a singledampedsine wave, thesecomplexACFs lead
usuallyto erroneousvaluesof the velocity and spectral
width. In this study, we focus our attentionon these
cases in order to separate the contribution of the
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number of points of the ACF (typically 17-20), the
1005

sources to the ACF.

Because

of the small
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frequencyresolutionof the Fouriertransformmethodis
not sufficient. A high-resolution method is more
appropriate,namely, the multiple signal classification
(MUSIC) methoddescribedby Schmidt[ 1986].
The standardprocessingtechniqueof the radar data,
which is valid in the case of a single source,will be
briefly reviewed in section 2. In section 3, we will
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consider the case of two sources. The structure of the

ACF is investigatedtheoretically,and examplestaken
from the SuperDARN radars will illustrate the
inadequacyof the standardmethod in that case. The
alternatemethodbasedon the MUSIC algorithmwill be

: 2To:

described in section 4, and a statistical evaluation of its

capabilityto provide correctresultswill be presented.
Finally, section5 will discussexamplesillustratingthe
potential benefits of the high-resolution spectral
analysisfor geophysicalpurposes.

2. The Standard Analysis
Before investigatingthe caseof severalsources,let
us recall the standardsituationwhen a single sourceis
present and investigatehow the standardmethod of
analysis works. We will first describe the multipulse
emission schemeand its processingto calculate the
ACF. We will then present how the physical
parameters,velocity, and spectralwidth are extracted
by the standardmethod.
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Figure 1. Exampleof a seven-lagmultipulseschemeusedby
the Super Dual Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN) radars.
This sequence allows determining 17 points of the
autocorrelation(ACF) functionof the backscattered
signal.

different ranges and correspondingto the pulses
previouslytransmitted.For instance,33 ms after the
startof the pulse sequence,the receivedsignalwill be
The main advantagesof a multipulse systemhave
at ranges1710 km
been thoroughlydescribedby Farley [1972]. The basic the sum of the echoesbackscattered
(from the secondpulse of the sequence)and 630 km
principle is to transmita sequenceof pulsessuchthat
from the
the time delaysbetweenany two pulsesof the sequence (from the third pulse).The echobackscattered
range 4950 km (first pulse) can be neglected,because
are differentand form a regularseries,thusallowingus
echoesreturningfrom rangesover 3500 km are usually
to calculatethe corresponding
delaysof the ACF. The
too faint. The receivedsignalcanbe written:
pulse length defines the range resolution or,
equivalently,the radial lengthof the elementarycell in
S0 = .,•1
e-JrøItø
+ A2e-Ja'2tøe
-j'•2
(1)
the radar field of view. One of the multipulseschemes
currentlyused by the SuperDARN radarsis shownin
whereto is thetimeof themeasurement,
here33 ms;to1
Figure 1. The basic schemehas evolved slightly with
2.1. Multipulse and Autocorrelation Function

time, but the main characteristics remain similar to

those used in this study. The pulse length is 300 Hs,
giving a resolution of 45 km in range. The time
separationbetween pulses is an integer multiple of

•--2.4ms.

When receiving,the radar signal is

digitizedwith a samplingperiodof 300 Hs,equalto the
pulselength.From the seven-pulsesequence,17 delays
of the ACF are calculated.The total signalreceivedat a
given time is the sumof the signalsbackscattered
from

and ro2 are the angularfrequencies
of the signals

backscattered from

ranges 1710 ,and 630km,

respectively;and A l and -//2 are the associated
amplitudes.The phase ½2 is the phasedifference
betweenthe two signals.In orderto calculatethe ACF
for the range 1710 km and for the delay r (for instance,

r = 3r0), we usealsothesignalreceivedat timeto + r
(here 40.2 ms):

,.q•
= A/e-S(""'ø*•)
+ A3e-•(tø+r)e-S•' (2)
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range1710km with the amplitude
A'1 (whichcanbe
differentfromA 1 becauseof the time variationof the
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(3)

,

This relationis valid for a singlemultipulsesequence.
Only the first term in the right-hand side of (3)
represents
the ACF for therange1710 km andthe delay
3r0. The three remainingterms are crossproducts
betweendifferent ranges.Their relative amplitudeis
reducedby repeatingthemultipulsescheme.The phases
69i are randomvariables,dueto the incoherence
of the
phaseof the fluctuationswhichare responsiblefor the
backscatter,at times separatedby the delay between
successive
multipulsesequences,
typically 100 ms. The
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damping
of thesetermsisproportional
toN1/2,whereN
is the number of multipulse sequences.A relative
dampingof 8.6 is obtainedwhenthe ACF is averaged
over75 multipulses.
Fromhereon, only thefirst termin
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This techniqueallows us to obtain 17 points of the
complexACF in eachof the 70 rangegates,every7 s.

Figure 2. Illustration of the "standard"analysisof the
SuperDARNACFs. (a) The Doppler frequencyis determined
by a linearleastsquaresfit of the phaseof the ACF. (b) The
spectralwidth is deducedfrom the fit of the power to a

2.2. Obtaining Velocity and Spectral Width

Gaussianor a Lorentzianspectrum.

From

the ACF

The standard method for obtaining the Doppler
velocity and the spectralwidth has been describedby
Villain et al. [1987]. The velocity is derived from the
Dopplerfrequency,deducedfrom the phaseof the ACF
by a linear least squaresfit. The phase ½ is given by
q•--arctan(I/R), where R and I are the real and
imaginaryparts of the ACF. A typical exampletaken
from the Stokkseyri SuperDARN radar is given in
Figure2a. Dotsrepresenttheexperimental
valuesof the
phase,and the solid line is the leastsquaresfit to these
points.In this example,the crosstermsin (3) have no
influenceon the experimentalACF, asexpected,thanks
to the averaging process. The relation between the
Dopplerfrequencytoandthe velocityv is

c

v - ••o

2(.O
e

(5)

wherec is thevelocityof lightandtoeis thetransmitter
frequency.In the aboveexample,the Doppler velocity
is -660 m/s. The estimatedvelocityerrorremainssmall,
less than 30 m/s.

The spectralwidth is deducedfrom the time variation

of thepowerP(r) of theACF [P = (R2 + 12)•/2].Two
types of fits are performed, one by an exponential
profile (Lorentzianspectrum)and one by a Gaussian
profile (Gaussianspectrum).Theseare leastsquaresfits
performedon the logarithmof the modulusof the ACF.

1008
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The betterof the two fits in theleastsquaressensegives

the selectedspectralwidth.The physicalmeaningof
these two models for the shape of the spectrumis
discussedbelow. Figure 2b showsan exampleof a
Lorentzianfit. The relationbetweenthe dampingfactor
a andthespectral
widthw of theLorentzianspectrum
is
c

w-

2a
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Up to now, the dampingof the ACF has been
neglected.It can be reintroduced
througha velocity
(frequency)spreadaroundco.This spreadwill causea
dampingof all thetermsof theACF. For a Lorentzian
damping,theACF canbe written

C(r) = A•2e
-'•'•e
• + A22e
-'•2•e
•¾

(9)

(6)

209e

From this relation, it is clear that the time variation of

In the aboveexample,the spectralwidth is 111m/s.

the phaseof the ACF is no longerlinear.Figure3a

The estimated error is less than 15 m/s.

showsthe variationof the phasefor the case of two

Previous statisticalstudies[Villain et al., 1987] have
shownthat about 80% of the ACFs are best fitted by a

sources,
a groundecho(A1--0.7, V1= 0, a 1= 0) and
an ionospheric source (A2 = 1, V2 = 200 m/s,
a2 = 150m/s).Thephase
oscillates
around
zero,andit

Lorentzianspectrum.The physicalinterpretation
of

is clearfrom the figurethat the standardmethodis not
It is important
to noticethatthelinearleast
correlationlengthto the radar wavelength.The theory appropriate.
squares
fit
of
the
phase
leads
to a smallvalueof the
showsthatLorentzianspectraoccurwhenthis ratio is
velocity
(11
m/s
in
the
present
example), thus
largerthanunity.Villainet al. [1996]haveshownthat
suggesting
that
the
standard
method
is
able
to detectthe
the correlationlengthis typically1 m, thusconfirming
ground
echo.
However,
the
determination
of the
the small value of the above ratio and the observed
spectral
width
is
completely
erroneous
(166
m/s
instead
predominance
of Lorentzianspectra.Hanuiseet al.
of
0
m/s).
This
is
extremely
important
because
the
usual
[ 1993] haveintroduceda mixedtypeof dampingof the
criteria
for
identifying
ground
echoes
are
based
on
their
ACF: Gaussianfor shortdelaysandLorentzianfor long
physical characteristics,
namely, a small velocity
delays.
associatedto a narrow spectralwidth. The present
simulationis typical of a false identificationof an
3. The Case of Two Sources
ionospheric
echo with a smallvelocity,whereasthe
The case where two sources are simultaneously ACF represents
an ionospheric
velocityof 150 m/s
presentat the samerange will now be considered. superimposed
to a groundecho. Let us remark,
Owingto propagation
conditions,
thishappenswhena however,that the aboveconfusioncan be detectedby a
groundecho,characterized
by a very smallDoppler carefulanalysisof the qualityof the fits of the phase
velocityanda narrowspectralwidth,is presenttogether andamplitude.
with an ionosphericecho. From here on, only the
In Figure 3b, representingexperimentaldata, a
averagedform of the ACF, as given by (4), will be behavior similar to the simulation of Figure 3a is
considered.Neglectingthe dampingof the signal,the observed. The linear fit leads to an almost horizontal
ACF in the case of two sources can be written
slopeon which an oscillationis superimposed.
The
smallvalueof theslopeis indicativeof a smallvelocity
C(•')- (•412
q-,B)e
s•"•
+ (A22
+ )es•'2• (7) whichcanbe relatedto a groundecho,while thefaster
oscillationis indicativeof an ionospheric
sourcehaving
with
a velocityof the sameorder as in the simulationof
Figure3a. Figure3c is a secondexperimental
example
fl - A1A2e • (•,,-•,2)oe- •½
(8) wherenow the larger slopeof the fit indicatesa larger
velocity. This large slope, together with the
Here tOl and to2are the frequenciesof the two sources; superimposed
oscillation,suggests
the presence
of two
A1 andA2 aretheirrespective
realamplitudes;
and6)is ionosphericsources.
theirphasedifference.Relation(7) showsthat the ACF
is now given by the sumof the ACFs of each source,
with an additionalcouplingterm. Again, and for the 4. The High-ResolutionMUSIC Method
In the case of short data sequences,the Fourier
samereasonsasfor thecouplingtermbetweendifferent
ranges which appearedin equation (3), this term transformtechniqueprovidespoor spectralresolution.
In recentyears, new spectralanalysismethodshave
vanisheswith the averagingprocedure.
these different behaviors is related to the ratio of the
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where E( ) is the mathematicalexpectationoperator
and N is the length of the data record (the numberof

pointsin theACF). It canbe shownthatif Cn is given
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Figure 3. Phase(dots) of the ACF when two sourcesare
simultaneouslypresent in the backscatteredsignal. (a)

by (10) andif Rp is estimated
withtheaboveequation
(13), therankof Rp is equalto M, whichmeansthat
onlyMeigenvalues/l
i, i•[1,p], arenonzerovalues.The
M eigenvectorsVi associatedwith these eigenvalues
spanthe signalsubspace.
The signalhasonly projection
in this subspace'

Simulated
ACF with groundand ionospheric
echoes.
(b)
ExperimentalACF with groundand ionosphericechoes.(c)
ExperimentalACF with two ionospheric
echoes.The solidline
represents
the fit of the phaseby the standard(singlesource)
method.

appearedwhich are designedto enhancethe spectral
resolution.They are all basedon a priori hypotheses
on
the structureof the signal.Among them, the multiple
signal classification(MUSIC) method, describedby
Schmidt[1986], assumes
a signalcomposedof a sumof
complexsine waveswith additionalwhite noise.The
structureof the ACF given by (9) suggeststhat this
methodis appropriateto the SuperDARNdata.
4.1. Summary of the MUSIC Method
Let us now write the ACF as a sum of M damped
sine waves.

M

R•,- E A/V/V/+
i--1

(14)

The othereigenvectors
(¾•.;..¾;,)definethe noise
subspace(only the noise has projection in this
subspace). Owing to the properties of the
autocorrelationmatrix, thesetwo vector subspacesare

1.....zp-1]T be a vector
orthogonal.
Let Z--[zø,z
belongingto the signal subspace.The scalarproduct
between this vector and each of the noise vectors is

equal to zero. This property is used to derive the
polynom.ofMUSIC:
2

i=M+I

z+v,i-z+. .v,v/.z_-z+.Q.z
(15)
i=M+I

The rootsof thispolynomzi givethroughrelation(11)
the frequencies
anddampingfactorsof the sources.The
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(A) LorentzianSpectrum

M signals are associatedto the M roots which are

closestto theunitcirclein thez space.
When white noise is present, it can be shown
[Marpie, 1987] that the eigenvaluesof the noisy
autocorrelation matrix are equal to those of the

'7'

400

•_ 200

o

nonnoisy
matrixplusthenoisevariance.
Themethod •
remainsthe same.When M is unknown,the respective
dimensionsof the signal space and noise space are
determined from the analysis of the sequence, in
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ratio (SNR) of eachdampedsinewave.
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4.3. Single Source

An initial test of the MUSIC algorithm has been
performedin the simplestcasewhen the signalconsists
of a singlesource.The spectralwidth has been varied
from 0 to 800 m/s by stepsof 25 m/s. In each case,the
velocity has been varied from-800 m/s to +800 m/s,
with a step of 100 m/s. A seriesof 750 sampleshave
been examinedfor each velocity and spectralwidth,
with a uniform distributionof the signal-to-noise
ratio
between3 and 20 dB. Figure 4 showsthe resultsof the

400

Spectral width (m/s)

4.2. Principle of the Simulation

In order to testthe capabilityof the MUSIC method
to derive SuperDARN physical parameters,a large
number of simulated ACF have been analyzed. The
velocity and the spectralwidth of the solutionshave
been systematicallycalculated. The total number of
points in the ACFs is 20, among which are three
missingvalues (lags 6, 7, and 14) called "bad lags,"
which alsooccurin the real data, due to interruptionsof
reception during transmission periods or other
perturbations.The dimensionof the autocorrelation
matrix is chosento be p--8, which representsa good
compromisebetweenthe maximumnumberof sources
expectedin the signaland the numberof pointsin the
ACF. The result of the analysisof each ACF has been
attributed one of three possible labels: (1) correct
determination(if the velocity is within 50 m/s of the
nominal value); (2) false determination(if the velocity

200

2OO

400

600

8( )0

Spectralwidth(m/s)
Figure 4. Statisticalresultsof the simulationof the analysisof
the SuperDARN ACFs with the multiple signalclassification
(MUSIC) algorithm. (a) Mean error (solid line) and variance
(dotted line) in the velocity determination.(b) Mean error
(solid line) and variance (dotted line) in the spectralwidth
determination. (c) Probabilities of different results of the

MUSIC analysis(correct,false, or no velocity determination).
The ACF comprisesone single source with a Lorentzian
spectrum.
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analysis for the case of an exponential decay
(Lorentzianspectrum).Figure 4a representsthe mean
(over velocityand SNR) velocityerror as a functionof
the spectralwidth. This mean error (solid line) in the
velocity determinationis zero, which means that the
velocity determinationremainsunbiased,whateverthe
spectralwidth. Of course,the standarddeviationof the
error (dotted lines) increaseswith spectralwidth but
remainsalwaysbelow the half of the spectralwidth. It
mustbe observedthat whenthe spectralwidth is large,
the amplitudeof the ACF decreasesvery rapidly and
the data for large delays are stronglycorruptedby
noise,leadingto a poor (or impossible)estimateof the
parameters
of the source.The meanerrorin the spectral
width shown in Figure 4b indicatesthat the spectral
width is slightly overestimated for widths below
500 m/s and underestimated
beyond.The bias on the
determinationof the spectralwidth can be explainedas
follows:The rootsof the MUSIC polynomassociated
to
the signalare identified by their proximity to the unit

circle (Izil--1). For large spectralwidths, the root

At thispoint, it is necessaryto mentionthat in the real
data,spectralwidthslargerthan500 m/s are relatively

inusual.
However,fromFigures4 and5 it is clearthat
when suchlarge spectralwidthsare measured,
the
results
havetobeanalyzed
withgreatcare.
The abovesimulationshavebeenmadewith a minimum

3-dBthreshold
on theestimation
of theSNR,whatever

thespectral
width.Of course,
theprobability
of a false
estimation
increases
withdecreasing
SNRbutalsowith
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overestimated

values
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moves away from the unit circle and can be confused
with rootsassociatedto noise.So only the rootswith an
underestimatedspectralwidth are close enoughto the
unit circle to be consideredas representingthe signal,
whereas
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belonging to the noise subspaceand thus rejected.

Figure4c showsestimatesof theprobabilityof a correct
estimation of the velocity, the probability of an
incorrect determination of the velocity, and the
probability that the sourceis not detected.For small
spectralwidth the probabilityof a correctdetectionis
very good, whereas the probability of no or false
estimation
remainsnegligible.The probabilityof a false
estimationreaches 5% when the spectral width is
250 m/sand25% whenthespectralwidthis 500 m/s.
The dampingof ionosphericbackscattered
signalsis not
necessarily
exponential.Gaussiandamping(leadingto a
Gaussianspectrum)is sometimesobserved,although
less often. Although the MUSIC algorithm is not
designedfor Gaussiandamping (two or more close
sourcescan be obtainedinsteadof a singlesource),the
method has been applied to such signals.Figure 5
shows the results of the simulation performed for
Gaussianspectrawith all otherconditionsremainingthe
same as for Figure 4. The main differenceis that the
probabilityof a false estimationnow reachesonly 3%
for a spectralwidth of 250 m/s and raises to 30% for
500 m/s. The probability of no estimation is not
different in both cases.
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Figure 5. SameasFigure4, but for a Gaussianspectrum.
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increasingspectralwidth. If an upper limit (typically
5%) is set to the probability of a false estimation,a
variableSNR thresholdhasto be used,dependingupon
the spectralwidth, a larger value of the thresholdbeing
used for larger spectral widths. An analysis of the
results

of

the

simulation

has

led

to

define
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Lorentzian Spectrum
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representinga sourcehas been introduced.These two
thresholds(minimum SNR and minimum power) have
been systematicallyused in the simulationsdescribed
below for the case of two sources.
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4.4. ACF Comprising Two Sources
two sources are

presentin the ACF signal.In order to simulatebest the
most common case of a ground-scatteredecho
superimposedon an ionosphericecho, one of the
simulatedsignalsis characterizedby a zero velocityand
no damping(zero spectralwidth). The distributionof
the ionosphericsourcesis similarto the "singlesource"
casepresentedabove with regard to the velocity and
spectralwidth. Both signalshave identicalamplitudes.
Only the case of a Lorentzian spectrum will be
be
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Figure 6. Statisticalresultsof the MUSIC analysiswhentwo
sources(ionospheric
andground)arepresentin the signal.The
probabilities
of differentresults(correct,false,or no velocity
determination)for a Lorentzian ionosphericsource are
presented.(a) The source separationis larger than the
resolutionof the Fourieranalysis.(b) The sourceseparation
is
smallerthantheresolutionof theFourieranalysis.

considered

accordingto whether the velocity differencebetween
the two sourcesis larger or smallerthan the resolution
of a Fourier analysisof the ACF (typically 250 m/s).
The results are presented in Figure 6, in terms of
probabilities,similarto thoseof Figures4c and5c.
When the velocitiesof the ionosphericand ground
echoeshave a separationlargerthanthe resolutionof a
fastFouriertransform(FFT) analysis,the probabilityof
a correct identification
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We

.

of the two sources is the same as

for the singlesourcecase(Figure 6a). In other words,
the estimationof one sourcedoesnot dependupon the
other. This can be demonstrated
theoreticallyfrom the
CramerRao boundary[Delhote, 1985]. Figure 6a also
showsthe effect of a SNR threshold.The probabilityof
a false determination is maintained below 5%, whatever

the spectral width. The counterpart is a lower

probabilityof a correctestimate,typically50% only for
a 300 m/s spectral width. The remaining 45% are
rejectedby the thresholdcondition.
Figure 6b shows the results obtained when the
ionosphericandgroundechoeshavevelocitiestoo close
to be separated
by FFF (AV < 250 m/s). The probability
of a correct estimation is considerablyreduced,
typically 60% at best. It mustbe noticedalso that the
probabilityof a falseestimation,althoughhigherthanin
the caseof two well-separatedsources,remainsbelow
5%, whateverthe spectralwidth.
Other

simulations

have

been

made

for

different

valuesof the relative amplitudeof the two sources.It
can be shown theoreticallythat the variance of the
velocityestimationof an echodoesnot dependuponthe
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Plate 1 showsan example of a SuperDARN radial
velocity map. Plate l a displays the result of the
standardanalysis.It exhibits both groundechoes(in
grey)andionospheric
sources.
Plateslb and lc display
the resultsof the MUSIC analysisfor the samedata set.
The most intenseionosphericsourceis shownin Plate
lb and the groundechoesin Plate l c. The comparison
of these three panels shows clearly that MUSIC
increasesthe spatialcoverageof ionosphericsourcesto
regionswherethe standardmethodcould identifyonly
Gaussian case.
groundechoes.This is particularlythe casefor the redIt must be kept in mind that all the above orangeareawhichis largerin Plate lb thanin Plate 1a;
probabilitieshave been obtainedwith the ACF of the Comparisonalso showsthat most of the ionospheric
type defined in section4.2. Other multipulseschemes echoesidentifiedby the standardmethodare confirmed
can be designedwhich, by increasingthe number of by MUSIC. However, some echoes identified as
pointsin the ACF, are potentiallyable to improve the "ionospheric"
(greenzone in Plate l a) by the standard
qualityof the resultsobtainedwith MUSIC.
methodbecome"ground"by the MUSIC analysis.This
means that the spectral width criterion used to
distinguishbetween ground and ionosphericechoes
amplitude of the other [Delhote, 1985]. This was
confirmedby simulationwith groundscatteramplitude
up to 30 dB abovethe ionospheric
amplitude.
The simulationshave also beenanalyzedto compare
the numberof ionosphericsourcesgiven by MUSIC to
the real number.When only one ionosphericecho is
present, the probability of obtaining two or more
ionosphericechoesis lessthan0.5% in the Lorentzian
case, whatever the spectralwidth, and between 0.5%
and 1.5% (dependingon the spectral width) in the

5. Analysis of SuperDARN Data

With the MUSIC Algorithm
SuperDARN data have also been analyzedwith the
MUSIC algorithm.We presentbelow exampleswhich
confirm the capability of high-resolutionmethodsto
resolvemultiplesourcesin the scatteredsignal.We will
alsoillustratethe benefits,whichcan be obtainedby the
use of MUSIC for the studyof the ionosphericplasma
convection.

5.1. Ionospheric and Ground Echoes

Figure 7 showsFourier spectraobtained from the
Stokkseyriradar in six adjoiningcells (a 3x2 template
in range and beam). The data from the two beamsare
separatedby lessthan2 min. In the beam-8panels(left
column),the groundechodominatesthe FFT spectrum.
The standardanalysis(not shown in the figure) also
detectsthe groundsolution.In addition to the ground
echoes, the MUSIC method detects two ionospheric
sources:one with a velocity of the order of-350 m/s
and one with a positivevelocitybetween500 and 750
m/s. In the beam-9 panels(right column),the dominant
signal is due to the ionosphericnegative velocity
source.This signalis clearly seenin the FFT spectrum
and confirmed by both the MUSIC and standard
methods;MUSIC also detectsa low velocity solution
and the positive velocity ionosphericsource. The
consistency of the MUSIC determinations in
independentcells argues strongly in favor of the
method.

(w < 50 m/s) is, in fact, more severewith the standard
methodthan with MUSIC. It mustbe kept in mind that
althoughthe choiceof the abovelimit is basedon the
analysisof a large number of data, it also contains
arbitrariness.

5.2. Ionospheric Sources:Comparison With ACF

In order to evaluatethe quality of the solutiongiven
by a processing algorithm, the ACF can be
reconstructedfrom that solutionand comparedwith the
experimentalACF. Figure 8 showsthe result of this
exercise for both the standard method and MUSIC, in a

situation where MUSIC detects two ionospheric
sources. Figures 8a and 8b display the real and
imaginaryparts,respectively.For both components,the
MUSIC solution gives a much better fit to the
experimental data than the standard analysis. The
MUSIC solutionin the aboveexampleis characterized
by two sourceswith velocities-805 m/s and -253 m/s.
The first of these velocities

is not far from the value of

-711 m/s given by the standardmethod.This indicates
that again, like for the case of a ground echo, the
standardanalysiscan give an estimateof one of the two
velocities.However, and again also, the spectralwidth
givenby the standardmethodis stronglyoverestimated
(1036 m/s against211 m/s). The large spectralwidth
givenby the standardmethodis the consequence
of the
rapid decay of the ACF, due to the two-component
natureof the backscattered
signal.It mustbe notedalso
that the SNR in this example exceeds10 dB, a large
enoughvalue to rule out an interpretationof the bad
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performanceof the standardmethod in terms of low
SNR.

5.3. Application to a ConvectionVelocity Reversal
When a convectionvelocity reversalis presentin the
radar field of view, multiple ionosphericsourcesare
expectedto be observedin the rangegatesacrosswhich
the velocity shear occurs, whereassingle sourcesare
expectedon both sidesof the shear.Figure 9 showsthe
results obtained with the MUSIC algorithm, for the
observationalong a fixed direction of a steady shear
over a 20-min period.Figure 9a showsthe variationof
the mean (over the observationperiod) radial velocity
along the radar beam. The position of the shear is
clearly identified, with a homogeneousconvectionon
both sides.The probabilityof multiplesourcesshownin
Figure 9b is close to zero in the two regions of

homogeneousflow and showsa significantincreaseat
the locationof the velocity shear.The SNR displayedin
Figure 9c also showsa maximumat the locationof the
shear, suggestingthat the shearis characterizedby an
increased level of turbulence responsible for the
backscatter

of the radar

wave.

The

10%

maximum

probability of multiple sourcesin the shear indicates,
however, that multiple ionosphericsourcesare not a
highly common observation, despite favorable
conditions.

6. Conclusions

We have analyzedthe limits of the standardmethod
used for processingSuperDARN HF radar data and
based upon the assumptionof a single source in the
backscatteredsignal. We have also shown that the
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Figure 9. Analysisof a convectionreversalwith MUSIC. (a)

Radial velocity. (b) Probability of multiple ionospheric
sources.
(c) Signalto noiseratio.The shearis characterized
by
an increasedprobabilityof multiple sourcesand an increased
SNR.

MUSIC high-resolution
spectralanalysistechniquecan
be usedto handlemorecomplexsituationsencountered
where the signalincludesseveralsources,due either to
ground scatteror to multiple ionosphericlines. A
statisticalnumericalsimulationof SuperDARN data
processedby the MUSIC methodallowsus to evaluate
the performances
and limits of applicabilityof the
method. We also illustrate the capabilitiesof the
MUSIC methodwithexamplestakenfromexperimental

the separation.We have alsoshownthat MUSIC is able
to resolve multiple ionosphericsources,which are
presentin regionsof inhomogeneous
convection.The
capabilityof MUSIC to separateseveralsourcesis a
complexfunctionof the SNR, the spectralwidth of the
sources,and their separation.Low-velocityionospheric
echoesare particularlydifficultto separatefrom ground

data.

yet been done, it is clear that measurementswith

We

have shown that

MUSIC

is able to detect

scatter echoes.

Althoughno statisticallysignificantevaluationhas

multiple sourcesare far from being the mostcommon
ionosphericsourcessuperimposed
on a groundecho. situationin SuperDARNdata.This meansthatthe much
This capabilitydependsstronglyupon the spectral simplerand fasterstandardmethodof analysis,based
width; the larger the spectralwidth, the more difficult on the single-source
hypothesis,remainsa very useful

BARTHES

ET AL.: SUPERDARN
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and powerful tool. However, the resultsof the present
study can be used to better define the limits of
applicabilityof the standardmethod.
In further studies,the capabilityof MUSIC will be
evaluatedfor other multipulseschemesgiving a larger
numberof pointsin the ACF. The methodwill be also
usedfor severalgeophysicalpurposes:(1) to reevaluate
the physical interpretationof the spectral width in
specific ionospheric regions; (2) to improve the
accuracy of the localization of convection reversal
boundaries;(3) to detect small-scalestructures;and (4)
to extend the field of ionosphericscatter to regions
screenedby groundscatter.
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